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Hologram Time Trave er is a ground-breaking DVD release which 
allows you to play a fully interactive version of the classic 

hologram laser-disc arcade game using your controller. 

THE OBJECT 
Beautiful Kyi-La, Princess of the Galactic Federation, is kidnapped by the evil 
renegade scientist Vulcor. You contro l the daring Marshal Gram and travel 
through the ages to rescue the Princess. Adventure through time as you 
confront space knights, ninja warriors, cavemen, futuristic robots, cowboys 
and countless other adversaries. Travel from prehistoric caves to 26th century 
space ships as you battle to save Kyi-La and prevent Vulcor from tearing the 
fabric of time! 

MENUS 
To start the game, simply place the Hologram Time Traveler disc in your DVD 
player. Once the menu appears, you may select one of the choices by using 
your controller. The options include: 

Play 
This menu selection allows you to play the full version of Hologram Time 
Traveler using your remote to control Marshal Gram on his quest to defeat 
Vulcor. You will be asked to select "2D Game" or "3D Game". Hologram Time 
Traveler has been specially encoded to provide both 2D and 3D video. If you 
select the 3D option, use the enclosed red/blue 3D glasses to view the 3D 
effect. Note the glasses should only be worn when playing Hologram Time 
Traveler in 3D mode. 

Watch 
Sit back and watch all of the main sequences of the game (but not the final 
sequence!) without having to make any of the moves. 

History 
Take a look at video footage that was broadcast shortly after the release of the 
arcade game from the personal archives of Rick Dyer, the creator of Hologram 
Time Traveler. 

Coming Soon 
See trailers for current and upcoming interactive DVD-Video game releases 
from Digital Leisure. 
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~ REGISTER NOW! , 
You may register this program on-line at http://www.digitalleisure.com 
We highly recommend you do this so that we can advise you of new 
program versions, new releases and special offers. 

CONTROLS 
Use the directional buttons for the directions left, right, up and down and "Enter" 
to use your gun. There are many variations on the naming and placement of these 
buttons between different DVD controllers but the directional buttons will be the 
same ones that allow you to move between menu items when the menu is 
displayed and the "Enter" button (sometimes called "Play") will be the button that 
selects a menu option. 

PAUSING THE GAME 
You can pause and resume the game using the "Pause" and "Play" buttons. 

STOPPING THE GAME 
Pressing the Stop button will generally stop the game and turn the DVD player off. 
Starting the game again (typically by pressing Play) will continue where you left 
off. In this case, the Hologram Time Traveler disc must be left in the player. 

To quit the current game and return to the main selection menu, press Title. 

PLAYING THE GAME 
When playing Hologram Time Traveler, remember that you control Marshal Gram's 
reactions to the events that unfold throughout the game. You don 't directly control 
his movement but rather you must make the correct moves at the appropriate time 
for Marshal Gram to survive the scene. This means, for example, that just by 
pressing "Left" doesn't mean he will move left. 

When the game begins, you can select "Play" or "Learn". The first time through it 
is recommended that you select "Learn" and Kyi-La will help you get familiar with 
how to play the game. 

When you select "Play", Marshal Gram starts his adventure in the 1873 time era 
and is confronted by a gun-slinging cowboy. You must fire (Enter) to avoid being 
shot. You will notice a yellow diamond appear on the lower right corner of the 
screen when it is time to make a move. You can enter left, right, up, down or fire 
(Enter) and the diamond will change to the input you have made. If you have 
made the correct move, the directional arrow on the screen will be displayed in 
yellow and you will continue in the game. You'll get past the first enemy and then 
next move will be a "Right/Fire". Since this is a quick turn and shoot, you'll have 
to press the "Right" and then "Fire" very quickly while the yellow diamond is 
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displayed. If you've made the wrong move you will see a transparent blue arrow or 
gun and Marshal Gram will die. If you die, you will be moved on to the next scene 
and will later come back to the present scene. On some players the diamond and 
yellow or blue arrows may not appear consistently but will still accept moves. 

If you continually die, you are not making the correct move, or you are not 
making the move at the correct time. Try pressing Enter repeatedly when the game 
begins and when the yellow diamond eventually appears, it will change to a yellow 
gun icon and you should get past the first move. 

If you find that you are continually dying at a certain point in the game then you 
know that you must make a move just before this point (when the yellow diamond 
appears). You can try all of the five combinations (Up, Down, Left, Right, Fire), a 
double move (Left/Fire or Right/Fire) or possibly no move and one of them will 
work. Sometimes the timing is tricky with several moves close together but if you 
watch the video closely then you'll notice when you've passed one move and need 
to make the next move. 

On some systems when you press a button while the diamond is not displayed 
(which means it's not time for a move yet) you'll get a message on your screen 
saying the key press is not being accepted. This shouldn't affect the game. Other 
systems might pause or stop the game if moves are made when the diamond isn't 
displayed in which case you'll need to be very careful to wait for the diamond to 
appear. 

Typically there will be a short pause in the video whenever a move is made. The 
duration of this pause varies from machine to machine but currently there is 
nothing that can be done to eliminate it. 

Once you have completed the 1873 era, you will be brought to the Time Map where 
you can select the next time era you would like to visit. Use the directional keys to 
select the era and press Enter to begin. You will not be allowed to reenter any era 
that you have completed. 

You may visit the Trader to collect additional Time Reversal Cubes but only once 
for each time you enter the Time Map. Press Enter when the trader asks you if you 
would like to buy a Time Reversal Cube. These cubes will allow you to reverse 
time if you die. To use a Time Reversal Cube, press the Enter button during a 
death and you will be placed back into the scene you were in before the death 
occurred. You begin the game with one Time Reversal Cube and can only acquire 
more by visiting the Trader. 

At certain times during the game, you may be given the option to play the Devil 's 
slot machine at Hellgate. If you want to play, press Enter at any time while the 
Devil is asking you. Depending on the outcome of the slot machine, you will win 
or lose lives. 
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You are given five lives and one Time Reversal Cube at the beginning of each game. 
When you have lost all your lives, the game is over. Every time you begin a new 
game, scenes to be included in the game are selected at random so you should 
never get the same game twice. All of the scenes from the original arcade game are 
included in this DVD version. 

If you are stuck on a scene, you can contact the Digital Leisure web site at 
http://www.digitalleisure.com for the complete set of moves. We suggest you only 
do this is you are completely stuck on a move. 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
If you are having trouble getting the game started or seeing any video, make 
sure to switch your TV so that it displays the video from your DVD player. 
Also, make sure to select the DVD input in your A/V receiver especially when 
you have a controller that controls several different devices in addition to DVD 
player such as your television or audio system. 

Some DVD players are not capable of playing Hologram Time Traveler due to 
limitation in their design. If you notice that yellow diamonds are not 
appearing or no input is being received from the controller during game play, 
this would be a sign that your DVD player may not be compatible. 

COPYRIGHT 
©2000 Hologram Time Traveler Inc. Character designs, all audio, visuals and 
concept ©1991 Hologram Time Traveler Inc. - used under the exclusive license 
of Hologram Time Traveler Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

DISCLAIMER 
Although Digital Leisure Inc. believes this program performs the functions 
described in this guide, the program is provided "as is" without performance 
warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied, including but not limited, 
the implied warranties of merchantablility and fitness for a particular purpose. 
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of this program is with you. 

Digital Leisure Inc. 
33 Cedar Ridge Road 
Gormley, Ontario 
Canada LOH IGO 

Hologram Time Traveler was authored at SiLc DVD Solutions by David Foster 
and Calvin Lee with menus by Majid Charania and testing by Dustin Gannon. 
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